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WUTA :   Back On Track? 
J. D. Almond and Jeff Hawkins team up to spin a variety of 
albums. 
By JEFF ABERNATHY 
"This is WUTA — Longwood 
College - 90.1 on your FM dial." 
The DJ's voice is smooth and rich 
as he speaks into the microphone 
which is center stage for the 
small, cubelike room. He is at 
once confident and interested, 
comfortable and soothing while 
speaking to no one in particular 
save his strange black ball 
jutting out over a mass of 
equipment. 
He occasionally wonders if 
there is anyone "out there, but he 
maintains his composure. Not 
knowing if anyone is tuned into 
the station is a frequent worry of 
Longwood disc jockeys — a small 
and highly individualistic group 
— but there is always hope that 
some friends are listening in, if 
no one else. Still it is with a slight 
sigh of relief that he answers the 
phone for a request. 
Faced with poor funding and a 
small group of supporters, the 
Longwood Radio Association has 
been plagued with inoperative 
periods throughout the current 
DJ Stuart Moser at the controls [Photos by Rollandini) 
Lancer Edition Logo Designed 
semester. The longest lasted 
nearly four weeks, beginning 
when the station's transformer 
broke down in late October. Upon 
returning to school in August, 
Radio Association members 
could not begin to broadcast until 
new needles were bought for the 
station's two turntables because 
the old needles had been 
damaged over the summer. Such 
problems have been typical in 
WUTA's four-year history. 
Current vice-president Jamie 
Mereness notes that the station 
"lost a lot of credibility when we 
went off the air." 
Due to the small size of WUTA 
and other college stations, they 
are often overlooked by the 
industry. "If you're a 10 watt 
station, you're basically ignored 
in the music business," Mereness 
said. This means that 
promotional albums and singles 
are rarely received from record 
companies. The station does have 
a relatively small collection of 
records, but for the most part 
disc jockeys use their own 
albums and tapes. 
During the 1982-83 school year, 
WUTA   purchased   two   new 
turntables,   a  reel-to-reel  tape 
deck, and a cassette tape deck 
in addition to remodeling the 
studio.  This year  plans  were 
made to purchase a new mixer at 
a cost of approximately $3,000. 
The mixer     in use is     over 
thirty years old and inadequate 
for the station's needs. 
When members returned this 
semester, however, they found 
they had only $300 left from last 
year to operate on for the '83-'84 
school year. No representative of 
the Association had applied in 
March to the Student Activities 
Committee for funding and no 
money was allocated for the 
radio station this year. All of the 
remaining funds have been spent, 
and the Association is now 
applying for surplus funds. 
In recent weeks WUTA has 
experienced a rise in its listening 
audience, which is documented 
with a growing number of 
requests being phoned in nightly. 
By CINDY CORELL 
In search of a logo for lancer 
Edition, the academic 
departments of Art and Music 
have successfully combined 
talents to produce one such logo, 
plus a graphic design to be used 
as the Lancer Edition program 
cover. 
Art Professor Tamara 
Mischenko's graphic design class 
was asked to design a logo for 
Lancer Edition; the designs were 
judged by the show choir's 
director. Dr. Lee Egbert and the 
current members of Lancer 
Edition. 
Senior Art major, Kristen 
Celmer's design was chosen as 
the best, and will become the 
designated logo. Kristen plans to 
become a commercial artist after 
graduating from Longwood. 
Junior Art major, Patricia 
Dewey's design, a sketch of three 
spotlights, was chosen as the 
cover    for    Lancer    Edition 
performance programs. Patricia 
also plans to go into commercial 
art. 
This effort to help out campus 
organizations will be repeated as 
the class designs logos for The 
Series of Performing Arts. 
As Ms. Mischenko says, "This 
is a good opportunity for two of 
the departments of Fine Arts to 
work together in an effort to 
enhance the appearance of 
printing concerning performance 
groups." 
However, President Jay Carey 
still feels the station is "suffering 
from obscurity. I think that 
people don't know the potential 
we have. Until they do, we're still 
the lowly ten watt station that 
nobody knows about, despite all 
the hard working members." 
The "five-year plan" for 
WUTA may be a boost to 100 
watts and stereo. Currently mono 
at ten watts, the station's signal 
is weak in comparison to that of 
the 100-watt station at the 
University of Richmond. New 
equipment is needed, and 
Association members are 
anxious to work such expenses 
into their budget. 
At present, smaller problems 
are being dealt with, such as the 
station's    interference    with 
Richmond's  TV   channel   six 
(WWBT). When both Farmville 
station WFLO and WUTA are in 
operation, reception of channel 
six has been poor across campus 
as   well    as   in   Farmville. 
Interference  between  the   two 
stations has created a jamming 
signal in the past, but WUTA 
solved the problem last week. 
Reception of WWBT is now free 
of interference. 
To solve WUTA's financial 
difficulties, a meeting has been 
set up with Vice-President for 
Student Affairs, Phyllis Mable to 
discuss the station's function on 
campus and the need for funding. 
In addition, Association 
members "are striving to create 
a fair and well balanced format.. 
. for the Longwood student 
body," said Mereness. 
"I think we need to be more in 
touch with the students ... we 
want to have a good, professional 
operation," added station 
treasurer, Brad Schwartz. 
After playing a request, one DJ ' 
gives the Selective Service a spot, 
while another sings "America the 
Beautiful" in the background. 
"It's quick, it's easy, and it's the 
law." 
They finish the ad, crank the 
Beatles' "Revolution" and get 
ready for the next song. 
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HAPPENINGS 
Doris Betts, winner of the 1983 John Dos Passos Prize for 
Literature, chats with well-wisher at a reception Nov. 21 at 
Longwood's Alumni House. Prior to the reception, Betts read 
from her short story, "This Is The Only Time I'll Tell It," which 
was published in "The New Orleans Review" in 1977. Betts also 
is the author of four novels and three collections of short fiction. 
She teaches at the University of North Carolina. 
Challenge '84 
CHALLENGE ,84. a liberal 
arts career fair for lenion from 
Lynchburg College, Randolph- 
Macon Woman's College, Sweet 
Briar College, I/ingwood College, 
11. ii n pd en-Sydney College, 
Virginia Military Institute, 
Washington and I,ee University, 
Hollms College, and Mary 
Baldwin College was held 
Wednesday, Nov. 9, from 9:30 
a.m. until 6 p.m. at the Holiday 
Inn South in Lynchburg. 
Over 300 students from the nine 
participating colleges attended 
the all-day session which 
provided them with opportunities 
to talk to representatives from 30 
companies, located nationwide. 
The representatives spoke to the 
students informally and 
conducted individual 
interviewing. There were also 
several workshops taking place 
throughout the day on such topics 
as interviewing techniques, 
dressing   for   success,    and 
business correspondence. 
Joy Flowers, conselor in career 
planning and placement at 
Lynchburg college, noted that it 
was the first time that the 
colleges had sponsored a liberal 
arts career fair but because of 
the success of the event she was 
sure there would be more held in 
the future. 
"I think that this is an excellent 
way for students to find out about 
employment opportunities after 
graduation and to make those 
important contacts that will help 
them in the job search market. 
All of the companies represented 
were interested in students who 
had a broad educational 
background and the flexibility, 
analytic and communication 
skills that would qualify them for 
a variety of jobs. I think this 
underscores the long-term 
benefits of the liberal education," 
added Flowers. 
"We Aren't Shouting Anymore" 
By TOM JENNINGS 
KENT, OHIO - Thirteen years 
after four oi its students were 
killed at the climax of the anti- 
war movement, and after 13 
years of almost unrelieved 
confrontation between students 
and administrators over how to 
remember the tragedy, Kent 
State University trustees finally 
voted last week to work with 
students to concoct and build a 
campus memorial to the dead 
students. 
KSU's unwillingness to accede 
to student and faculty requests to 
build a memorial was arguably 
the last vestige of the anti-war 
movement of the sixties and 
early seventies. 
"We aren't shouting at each 
other any more," says Steven 
Thulin, now a grad student at 
Kent State. 
"The feelings of ill will have 
largely disappeared," adds 
Kenneth Calkins, head of KSU's 
Faculty Senate. 
The trustees voted to join 
community groups and the May 
4th Task Force — the student- 
faculty group that has led the 
long struggle to memorialize the 
tragedy — in a committee to find 
an appropriate physical 
memorial to the slain students. 
The students were killed on 
May 4th, 1970. Students 
nationwide had declared a 
national strike to protest 
President Richard Nixon's 
sudden invasion of Cambodia, 
which marked the first widening 
of the war in Vietnam. The 
reaction at home was marred by 
occasional violence, some of 
which occurred in the town of 
Kent. Ohio Gov. James Rhodes 
called in the National Guard to 
maintain order on the campus. 
But on May 4th, Guardsmen 
abruptly opened fire on a 
peaceful campus demonstration, 
killing four and wounding nine. 
The outrage and tension that 
exploded at Kent State long 
outlived the anii-war movement 
and the war itself. 
Ongoing lawsuits agains the 
university and the National 
Guard, and the university's often- 
bungled efforts to downplay the 
tragedy's significance in 
subsequent years often 
exacerbated the tensions. 
Among the more notable 
confrontations over the last 13 
years was the university's 1977 
proposal to build a gym annex in 
the area of the shootings. The 
proposal led to large protests and 
sit-ins to try to stop construction 
workers from starting. The gym 
was finished in 1978 despite the 
protests. 
Kent State refused George 
Segal's memorial sculpture, 
which now is on display at 
Princeton. 
Also in 1978, a Cleveland 
foundation commissioned world- 
renowned sculptor George Segal 
to build a memorial for the 
campus. 
But when Segal presented the 
finished sculpture to KSU 
administrators, they rejected it. 
Segal's sculpture depicts the 
biblical story of Abraham and 
Isaac, showing an older man 
holding a knife over a kneeling 
youth, whose hands are tied. 
"It was inappropriate to 
commemorate the deaths of four 
persons and the wounding of nine 
with a statue which appears to 
represent an act of violence about 
to be committed," then-KSU 
President Brage Golding 
explained at the time. 
Princeton quickly asked to take 
the sculpture, and placed it on its 
campus in 1979. 
Golding then proposed to build 
a Roman arch as a memorial, but 
met almost unanimous 
disapproval. Critics noted the 
traditional military connotations 
of the arch, while others 
complained it looked like a 
fireplace. 
Golding withdrew the proposal, 
and no substantial proposals 
emerged for years afterwards. 
About the only official 
acknowledgments of what 
happened at Kent State were a 
library room dedicated to the 
victims' memory, a small plaque 
at the campus Hillel Foundation, 
and an annual candlelight vigil on 
May 3rd and 4th. 
But last week's meeting 
indicates times have changed. 
"I feel there is a more 
receptive climate on campus 
now, and there is a general 
feeling that we need some kind of 
public memorial, some kind of 
physical thing," says Dr. Jerry 
Lewis, a sociology professor and 
advisor to the May 4th Task 
Force, the student-faculty group 
that unsuccessfully has pressed 
the trustees for a memorial for 13 
years. 
'We've been through this 
before," says Thulin, who used to 
be a task force member. "But for 
the first time, all the concerned 
groups — students, faculty, 
administrators, alumni — seem 
to be on the same general wave 
length." 
"The state of KSU," concurs 
Robert McCoy, an English 
professor who was a KSU vice 
president under the Golding 
administration, "is one that 
(Continued on page 8) 
CLASSIFIED 
R.K. — It's you and me against 
the world . . . and we're going to 
make it.   (I hope) 
S.K. 
KEV - How do I spell 
mesenchyme? R-A-N-D-I. 
B.H. 
NB - "Way-to-go" AR and DG 
all in one weekend. 
LU 
AAC — Aggression is good for 
something now isn't it?! ?! 
WANT TO LEARN HOW TO 
QUIT SMOKING? - South 
Cunningham will show a movie, 
Thursday afternoon at 4:00 
entitled "How to quit smoking" in 
the library extension room. All 
interested, please come. 
"Baby, you can drive my car!" 
(if you want to.) 
SERVICE 
H — "Wild thing — you make my 
heart sing." J.R., K.S., H.C. - Thank you! 
— Groovey ~~«*A  attend. Free! 
THERE WILL BE A MEETING 
— of the Longwood Radio 
Association on Tuesday, 
December 6, on the ground floor 
of Jarman Auditorium, at 7 p.m. 
1984 officers will be elected and 
permanent time slots will be 
assigned. All D.J.'s and 
interested parties are urged to 
attend. 
STUDY BREAK - Silent Movies 
Sunday, December 11, 6:30 p.m. 
in South Cunningham's 4th floor 
Rec room. Popcorn will be 
provided.   All   are   invited   to 
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EDITOR IN-CHIEF 
MANAGING EDITOR M  Jatf Abamothy 
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR Vin(tO«k«r 
SPORTS EDITOR Sh«n Filisimmoni 
BUSINESS MANAGER . Kim Mohan 
STAFF     David    Aralord     Joyce    Rollandini 
Kelly   Sicklci     Ray   York     Journalism   I 10 
Member ol the VIMCA. 
Published weakly during the College 
year with the exception ol Holidays and 
eianimations periods by the students of 
Longwood College. Farmville, Virginia 
Printed by The Farmville Herald 
Opinions expressed are those ol the 
weekly Editorial Board and its 
columnists, and do not necessarily 
reflect the views ol the student body or 
the administration. 
Letters to the Editor are welcomed 
They must be typed signed and sub 
mitted to the Editor by the Friday 
preceding publication date All letters 
are n biect to editing 
J^MM^M»|^M^—___ ———^«^^ l C UMT ,  UCV_C/V\DCK O    IVOO I C KUIU U ruy«?o
-y^-ifesy%3jfc       A Christmas Carol 
The following is o segment token from o short story currently being 
worked upon If is printed here for the considerofion of Longwood 
Students 
Cathy woke with a thin line of red blood dried along 
her lip. Her eye was swollen and she knew it would be 
darker when she got back from her morning classes. 
She knew that. Her tears stung the cut on her lip as she 
stared at the bruised face in the bathroom mirror. After 
washing the tears away she sat at her desk and put her 
head gently upon folded arms. 
Bill watched, not knowing what was wrong. Getting 
out of bed he asked her. As she turned toward him 
memories of the party rushed back to him. They were 
blurred, dreamlike memories of anger and frustration, 
but his picture was more vivid of hitting Cathy, 
throwing her against the wall, screaming as she fell. 
Memories of stuttering apologies came to him, and he 
felt more guilty knowing it had all happened countless 
times before. 
And like all of those times, Cathy had forgiven him 
and asked him to come to her room. Like the other times 
he told her that he loved her. "I love you, too," Cathy 
had said before they went to sleep. 
Bill got dressed and walked to her. He massaged 
Cathy's shoulders. "I'm sorry. I really am, Cathy. I love 
you." She closed her eyes and turned to hold him. Each 
time it happened Cathy felt this way. She felt 
responsible; "if only I hadn't said that, if I hadn't 
forgotten to call..." The excuses never stopped. She 
sometimes thought their "fights" never would either. 
Cathy and Bill had been dating since their freshman 
year. Her friends often wondered why she stayed with 
him, but they never interfered except to occasionally 
tell her how bad she looked. Bill's friends often consoled 
him when he was angry at Cathy. "She's such a bitch 
sometimes," he'd say. 
Cathy woke up on a sunny Saturday morning in 
Southside General. She had a concussion after falling 
down a stairwell in her dorm late Friday night. No one 
knew how it happened. She'd been found by a friend of 
hers. 
Cathy's parents were sitting next to her bed when 
she opened her eyes. Her mother was crying. Bill wasn't 
there. Later, when Cathy's father asked her what 
happened, Cathy said that she couldn't remember. 
Three days later Cathy came back to Longwood. 
There were red roses in her bedroom and on the card 
was written, "I Love You." 
MJA 
At Longwood 
By JOYCE ROLLANDINI 
The auditorium was full. 
There was a tenseness for the 
curtain to open. All eagerly 
awaited for the classic story to 
begin, not sure what to expect 
from the production. The 
lights dimmed, a hush fell, all 
eyes opened wide and dared 
not to blink. The curtain 
opened   with instant 
applause. It was clear to the 
overjoyed audience that the 
performance would prove to 
be "a visual masterpiece." 
The antiquated setting was so 
real, beautiful; "snow gently 
fell upon the bustling, 
energetic town. The city 
street, full of cheery cheeked 
children, last minute shoppers 
and convincing peddlers. It 
was as if looking back to one's 
ancestral past." 
The Longwood College 
series of the Performing Arts 
presented A Christmas Carol 
on November 28, 1983 at 8:00 
p.m. in Jarman Auditorium. 
Charles Dickens' cherished 
tale was retold by the 
Nebraska Theatre Caravan. 
With a cast of thirty, a five- 
piece instrumental ensemble, 
vivid costumes and a most 
impressive set, the stage of 
Jarman became a living 
"turn-of-the-century 
Christmas card." Old, well-* 
favored carols were sunn 
throughout to add to the 
dramatic atmosphere and set 
the holiday spirit. 
The perfect timing must be 
commended. Surely those who 
entered with an unfeeling 
attitude, left remembering 
that there is a special message 
in Christmas. 
If the smiles held by those 
leaving Jarman said anything 
at all it would be that of 
refound memories and of 
future dreams - "Christmas 
in the mind of a child." 
Accounting Association 
Formed 
The Longwood Accounting 
Association is a new organization 
on campus dedicated to providing 
service to the college and the 
community and to furthering the 
academic and professional 
interests of accounting students. 
Initial service projects include a 
tutoring service for students in 
Elementary Accounting and a 
volunteer income tax assistance 
to the community. 
The Accounting Association 
will hold monthly dinner 
meetings featuring speakers 
from various areas of accounting 
and business. You are cordially 
invited to attend these meetings. 
Details concerning the November 
meeting will be forthcoming. 
Tutoring    for    element 
accounting students will  I.. 
Wednesday,   November   16,   in 
room 219 West Ruffner. 
The   hours   foi •   the   tutoring 
sessions will be: 
Monday 6:00-8:00 
Tuesday 12:15-2:00 
Wednesday 5:30-7:00 
Thursday 12:15-2.00 
The hours  for tutoring   next 
semester will be chosen on the 
basis   of   student  demand   and 
room availability. 
The first officers who will serve 
the     Longwood     Accounting 
Association are: 
President: ColleenBrennan 
Vice-President: dreg Rollins 
Becretary: Susan Owen 
c Price 
Your support for and interest in 
the new Longwood Act ount 
tppreacii 
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CAMPUS    EVENTS 
Collectables   In Bedford 
The ninth annual Craft 
Collectables show and sale opens 
Friday, December 2, in the 
Bedford Gallery at Longwood 
College. 
The show spotlights the work of 
12 Virginia craftsmen. Among 
the works on display are 
handmade baskets, pottery and 
porcelain ware, jewelry and 
small sculpture, functional 
forged iron pieces, handwoven 
clothing, pillows, fiber belts, 
caps, and containers. 
The public is cordially invited 
to view or purchase these 
"collectables." Gallery hours 
are: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday 
through Friday; 2 to 5 p.m. on 
Saturday; and 5 to 9 p.m. on 
Sunday. The exhibit will close at 5 
p.m. on Monday, December 12. 
Steven Glass, resident potter at 
the Virginia Museum in 
Richmond, is showing functional 
and decorative porcelain ware 
with brightly colored slip 
decoration. A graduate of 
Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Glass has studied 
with Robert Eckels in Bayfield, 
WI, and Myrna Krasnik in Paris, 
France. He was associated with 
Craftsmen of Chelsea Court in 
Washington, DC for two years 
and has maintained his studio in 
Richmond since 1980. 
Alan I^ndis, a member of the 
art education faculty at Virginia 
Commonwealth University and 
former head of the department, is 
exhibiting jewelry and small 
sculpture. He has sold his work, 
particularly pewter pieces, in 
shops and galleries in Richmond 
and Midlothian and in Maryland. 
Pennsylvania, and West Virginia. 
Haiidweaver Gretchen Rogers, 
of Farmville, brings "beauty to 
the every day" in her clothing 
creations. She has been weaving 
since 1971 but says that she has 
wanted to weave forever." She 
fitldu in weaving "a wa\ of 
ke'.'pmt; faith with the past in the 
creations of the present." 
Other fiber works in the show 
are pillows and handwoven 
scarves by Jan Russell, of 
Charlottesville; fiber belts, caps, 
and containers by Gertrude 
Shook, of Keysville; and quilted 
pillows by Homer Springer, of the 
Longwood art facultv. 
Ms. Russell is an adjunct 
faculty member at Longwood this 
year and also teaches weaving 
and other fiber crafts at the 
Virginia Museum. Ms. Shook has 
taught many workshops and 
crafts courses for Longwood, 
Southside Virginia Community 
College, and for school systems in 
Chester, Roanoke, and Prince 
Edward County. 
Springer's quilted pillows are a 
departure from his usual forms of 
artistic expression. They are the 
result of a "summer research 
interest" in quilting and other 
American folk crafts. Springer's 
paintings, drawings, and mixed 
media works are well known in 
the local area and have been 
exhibited in Richmond, Roanoke, 
and other areas of the state. 
Carol Edmonson is showing 
"natural" baskets, made of 
grapevine and honeysuckle, and 
ceramic whistles. A 1982 
graduate of Ixmgwood, she is the 
wife of Randy Edmonson and 
currently teaches art at Amelia 
High School. 
The handwoven oak baskets in 
the show are the creations of 
William W. Wilkinson. He is a 
member of the PCAB Crafts 
Cooperative, an association of 
senior craftsmen in Prince 
Edward, Cumberland, Amelia, 
and Buckingham Counties. 
Peter O'Shaughnessy, a full- 
time production smith with 
headquarters in Vesuvius, VA, 
has been creating candleholders, 
trivets, hooks, and other 
functional forged iron pieces for a 
decade. 
Jazz Band 
iu nmnmr 
MIDNIGHT 
MADNESS 
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 7 
8 P.M.-MIDNIGHT 
20°/« O OFF EVERYTHING 
Longwood 
Bookstore 
* EXCEPT TEXTBOOKS 
ByPAULGILLESPIE 
What kind of place is a 
classroom to build a 
contemporary, well-rounded 
taste in music? Most of the grade 
school music classes you grow up 
with don't offer much hope do 
they? They'll hand you "Comin' - 
Round the Mountain," warmed- 
over opera or foreign lullabies 
and waltzes until music looks like 
a terribly bland and spineless 
waste of time. 
How different from all that is 
the Longwood Jazz Ensemble? 
Well, their repertoire of material 
for practice includes rock, Latin 
and swing styles, plus a medley 
of Big Band material. A 1982 
Grammy nominee, "Birdland," 
composed by John LaBarbera, 
pianist for the rock group 
"Weather Report," is also 
scheduled for performance. The 
band, taught and conducted by 
Frank Coffey, has even played 
original material in the past, and 
has tentative plans to do so this 
Spring. 
The band has acquired a fine 
reputation, according to Mr. 
Coffey, having received a Chi 
award in 1978, and performed on 
request at a winery as well as at a 
basketball game for Liberty 
Baptist College, the latter having 
been in the spring of this year. 
Coffey himself, however, has 
only been with the band since this 
August. His previous jobs include 
teaching band in Appomattox, 
and teaching flute playing at 
Sweetwater. 
The band members seem to 
take an enthusiastic interest in 
what they do, although the best 
possible playing can demand 
diligent daily practice for 
months. Gigs that the band hopes 
for in the near future include a 
Spring Weekend concert here at 
Longwood behind the Lankford 
building, and a concert at the 
Holly Manor retirement home, 
Students' goals for joining the 
band are varied, although more 
than one of them has found good 
preparation for a career in what 
they have learned. Linda Scharer 
is aiming to prepare for a career 
in music teaching as well as 
learning to play the saxophone 
better. She enjoys playing jazz 
and the way it makes people feel 
good. Brian Jungen, in his own 
words, is playing "for fun", but 
does have the larger goal of 
eventually joining the Madison 
Scouts Drum and Bugle Corps. 
Theresa Fowler, the band's 
president, had no comment on 
career goals, seconded the idea of 
the band's playing for Holly 
Manor, as well as some high 
schools, and notes that the hours 
demanded for practicing with the 
band do not conflict with other 
classes. 
fltll     SNACK BAR     FR[[, 
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10  ' 
WOULD YOU LIKE EXTRA INCOME 
WHILE LOSING EXCESS WEIGHT? 
Before leaving for the holidays, plan to attend the presentation on the HERBALIFE 
SLIM & TRIM natural approach to weight loss. 
WED.. DEC. 14TH, AT 7:00 P.M. 
WYNNE BLDG.. END OF PINE ST., 
LONGWOOD CAMPUS 
You'll see and hear actual testimonials by those who have experienced dramatic 
weight losses and remarkable incomes with this program. For more information, 
call 392-8539 
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Use And Abuse 
Drinking At Longwood 
By KRIS HODGSON 
In recent years alcohol has 
been a major part of campus life 
here at Longwood. Beer is served 
at most social functions, such as 
mixers, concerts, and fraternity 
and sorority parties. Although 
soft drinks must be served at all 
functions, these are not well 
publicized and kept back in the 
corner where they are hard to get 
to. Students have grown to accept 
alcohol as a part of their 
activities, and therefore its use is 
becoming more widespread. 
Barbara Gorsky, StUu nt 
Development Educator for 
Longwood, is in charge of 
implementing plans to reduce 
alcohol use and abuse. Since she 
has only been here since August, 
she is not as acquainted with all 
the activities yet, but she feels 
that Ixmgwood has no more 
problems than anywhere else. 
"Students here are very open 
about alcohol and drug problems 
in their families or with 
themselves," she said. There is 
no support program for students 
when they are having problems 
with alcohol or dealing with 
someone else who has problems 
with alcohol or drugs, she added. 
In a survey of 20 students, all 
but one strongly agreed that 
drinking is an important 
socializing mechanism on 
campus. Out of six males and 14 
females, all agreed or strongly 
agreed that some activities are 
more important than drinking, 
and that drinking should not be 
the major activity of parties. 
Four out of 20 surveyed drank to 
build up their confidence, while 
16 drank to escape pressures. 
Only two felt pressure just to 
drink, and no one drank for social 
acceptance. 
To solve some of the alcohol 
problems, Ms. Gorsky has many 
ideas. 
"Alcohol  needs to  be  de- 
emphasized on campus," she 
said. "A good way to do this is to 
have parties without alcohol," 
she added. 
Ms. Gorsky and RA's have 
talked about having hall 
activities to educate students 
about alcohol and having 
activities without alcohol. A peer 
support group for students that 
have problems, or for friends of 
students who have problems with 
alcohol is needed, she said. 
"I feel that a support system is 
also needed for drug users, but 
since marihuana is illegal a lot of 
the situation deals with the 
judicial board or the police," she 
said. "Students have left the 
college because their roommates 
had drugs, and we need to 
eliminate this kind of practice. 
Since alcohol is not illeghal and 
its use is more widespread, I 
would like to deal with that issue 
first." 
Until these programs go into 
effect, there are many things the 
students can do to help, she said. 
These include: 
Make sure that there is an 
alternate beverage that is 
appealing to students who don't 
drink and keep it out where the 
alcohol is served. 
Have foods that won't make a 
person more thirsty. 
Serve high protein foods, such 
as cheese and bread, since these 
foods absorb some of the alcohol. 
If someone is drunk and getting 
out of hand, act responsibly and 
help them to their room — the 
best thing to sober them up is 
sleep, but make sure the person is 
lying on his side and not on his 
back. 
In R pview 
ByJEFFABERNATHY 
Hunter Thompson is back in 
not-quite-so-rare form with a new 
book in "gonzo journalism" 
style, The Curse of Lono. It is the 
tale of Thompson's journey to 
Hawaii with his fiancee and 
illustrator Ralph Steadman and 
family. As in Thompson's earlier 
work, Fear and Loathing in Las 
Vegas, the journey turns into a 
crazed, twisted, drug-induced 
adventure. Unlike Fear and 
Loathing, however, the book 
apparently does not accomplish 
whatever it may have been 
Thompson set out to accomplish. 
On the whole, the book is a dull, 
slow narrative of Thompson's 
vacation in Hawaii, which, true to 
gonzo style, is vastly 
exaggerated. 
The first give-away to the basic 
weakness of this book is the back 
cover, on which Thompson's four 
earlier works are praised by 
other big names, Kurt Vonnegut 
and William Buckley included. 
"Paddling each other's boat" as 
it were, and the publishers of The 
Curse of Lono are trying to put a 
200cc engine on Thompson's skiff. 
Second was the fact that the 
work is "profusely illustrated in 
black and white and blazing color 
by Ralph Steadman." 
Steadman's drawings are superb 
— they are typical Steadman, 
horrible and wondrous at once. 
They aid the plot of the narrative 
well, but, unfortunately, they al- 
The Curse Of Lono 
so are the saving grace of the - excerpts  of  Cook's  story   are 
book. unnecessary and slow the book 
For the first time, Thompson down significantly. They are also 
and Steadman are both listed on at times, however, more 
the cover as creators of the book, interesting than  Thompson's 
story. I suppose Thompson had to 
\s**f       f {/&&[ ma'ie a cnoice between using the 
/ faC^W^^K?*^     nineteen excerpts in the work or 
not, and, in light of the 
alternative, he may well have 
made the best choice. 
Thompson's writing is not 
uncommonly confused, but it 
fails to come to a central point at 
the conclusion or elsewhere in 
The Curse of Lono. It is another 
of Thompson's weird tales, but 
falls far short of the superior 
Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas. 
I would not, however, deny 
Thompson's creative genius. His 
writing can be hillarious, and it 
often is: 
"What are you talking about?" 
Ralph screamed. "The Dumb 
It is as if Thompson's work isn't Dust, man," Skinner said. "The 
enough to sell the book so lash, the crank, the white death .. 
Steadman gets the job of making . I don't know what you limeys 
it suitable for sale. Steadman's call it. . ." "You mean drugs?" 
work is as depraved and Ralph said finally. "OF COURSE 
disgusting as ever, and, as the I MEAN DRUGS!" Skinner 
paperback costs ten bucks, it screamed. "You think I came 
may well have sold the book, here to talk about art?" That 
Thompson's journey is finished that. Ralph limped away 
paralleled with that of Captain in a funk, and even the bartender 
James Cook, the first European got weird." j 
to discover the islands. Cook was Pure, twisted Thompson. But 
at first revered as the long lost when I invested in this book I was 
Hawaiian king Lono returned, expecting more. I hope to see it in 
but he was savagely murdered the future, but it isn't here in The 
before   he   could   leave.   The Curse of Lono. 
Outward Bound Adventure 
"Have you been drinking? 
Please don't drive...please? 
***-v 
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Over 8,000 men and women, 
both adults and students, will 
take part in a unique program 
called "Outward Bound" this 
year. Designed so that 
participants will meet 
challenging experiences in 
wilderness settings, Outward 
Bound courses take place year- 
round in sixteen states. While 
many come to Outward Bound 
seeking a taste of high adventure 
— and they'll probably get it — 
most will leave with a new 
understanding of themselves 
after discovering they are 
capable of doing things they 
might previously have  thought 
"impossible." Outward Bound 
believes many limits are self- 
imposed. 
Mountain   backpacking, 
canoeing, skiing and 
snowshoeing, sailing, kayaking, 
cycling, rafting, and even 
dogsledding form the core of the 
Outward Bound experience, 
depending on the environment in 
which the course takes place. 
Previous outdoor skills are 
unnecessary, as is special 
equipment other than personal 
clothing and boots. Each small 
group of students has one or more 
expert instructors and specialists 
who help them develop outdoor 
and interpersonal skills, 
culminating in a 'final 
expedition," with minimal 
instructor supervision, relying on 
what they have learned during 
the course. Academic credit is 
often available, as is financial aid 
based on need. In addition, 
several Outward Bound schools 
offer no-interest tuition loan 
plans, some for up to three yean. 
Outward Bound courses are 
offered year-round and last from 
4 to 30 days. For information, 
write Outward Bound USA, 384 
Field Point Road, Greenwich, CT 
06830, or call toll free 800-243-8520 
(except in Connecticut.) 
Career Night In Business 
impaired Driver Alert* CB Radio Channel 9 
Career night in business was 
held in Jeffers Auditorium on 
Monday, November 7, 1983 
starting at 6:30 p.m. The opening 
session was an inspiring 
inspirational by Dr. Wilfred 
Jacques who is chairman of the 
Business and Economic 
department at Longwood 
College. After his welcoming 
speech, the students had a choice 
of twc out of four sessions to 
attend. 
One of the sessions was 
accounting in which Cheryl 
Parks was the guest speaker. Ms. 
Parks was a 1980 longwood 
graduate in this field. Presently, 
she is financial control manager 
at F&M in Richmond. 
Finace was another field of 
choice of sessions to attend. 
Susan Harwood, who was the 
guest speaker, is manager of the 
First Federal Savings and I/oan 
in Farmville. 
Mr. Harry Schneider, a faculty 
member at IiOngwood, spoke on 
the field of management. Frank 
Gilbert, director of marketing 
research at A.H. Robins in 
Richmond, was the guest speaker 
for marketing. 
The concluding session dealt 
with what the employer expects 
of    you     in     which    Steve 
Musclewhite was the speaker. He 
is presently working at 
Shenandoah Life Insurance 
Company in Roanoke. Mr. 
Musclewhite feels that a goal for 
students is to get work after- 
graduation and they have to 
prepare academically for this to 
be a professional. The reasons for 
bringing these employers to 
Longwood is to give out 
information to students and to 
allow the employers to see the 
students so they might consider 
hiring them after graduation. 
A reception followed the 
sessions in which everyone got to 
talk to each of the speakers 
individua 
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Lancer Sports 
Lancers Seek To Rebound 
In Two-Game Homestand 
Stung by three straight losses 
to tough opposition, Longwood's 
men's basketball team will seek 
to bounce back this week with a 
two-game homestand and a trip 
to Mary Washington. The 2-5 
Lancers won't play again in 1983 
after Thursday's trip to 
Fredericksburg. 
After hosting Division III 
Christopher-Newport Monday 
night in Lancer Hall, Longwood 
hosts NAIA Lincoln (PA) 
Tuesday night. Both game tip-off 
at 7:30. Longwood's next tilt after 
the Blue Tide will be January 11 
at Atlantic Christian. 
Last week the Lancers split a 
pair of contests in the Valdosta 
State Cystic Fibrosis Tip-Off 
Tournament, beating St. Leo 65- 
56 Sunday (Nov. 27), but losing to 
Florida International 65-58 in the 
championship contest Monday. 
Thursday in Lancer Hall, 
Longwood fell to Virginia Union 
55-48 after hanging close til late in 
the game. Elon handed 
longwood its worst loss since last 
December Saturday night on the 
road 81-64. 
Contributing to Longwood's 
demise againstl Virginia Union 
and Elon was the illness of second 
leading scorer Ixmnie I^ewis. The 
6-3 forward missed the Union 
game and was ineffective against 
Elon. Lewis had been averaging 
15 points per game. 
Senior captain Jerome (The 
Cobra) Kersey leads the Lancers 
in   scoring   and   rebounding. 
also 
26), 
and 
Kersey, who moved into second 
place on the Longwood career 
scoring list last week, is 
averaging 19.7 points and 12.3 
rebounds. The 6-7 eager 
leads the team in assists 
steals (25), blocked shots (6 
slams (6). 
Starting in place of Lewis 
against Union and Elon was 
sophomore forward Dave 
Edwards. The 6-6 newcomer 
scored eight points against the 
Panthers and came back with 11 
points and five rebounds 
Saturday night at Elon. 
Freshman Eric Pittman came 
off the bench to score eight points 
Saturday night. Freshman guard 
Kevin Ricks suffered an ankle 
injury against Elon and is 
doubtful for this week's action. 
Longwood Wins Show; First Ever 
ON HIS WAY — Longwood's Jerome Kersey (54) has his eyes set 
on the goal as he glides by Panther Tony Singleton (31) Thursday 
night. (PhotobySickler) 
The Longwood College riding 
team competed in an 
intercollegiate horse show at 
Randolph-Macon Women's 
College in Lynchburg Sunday, 
November 20, on a cold, rainy 
afternoon. When the show 
concluded   Longwood   was  the 
Gynmasts Open Season 
The Longwood College 1983-84 
gymnastics team opened its 
season Friday night at Lancer 
Hall against Duke. The lancers 
performed well scoring a 156.45. 
but the strong Division I rivals 
finished ten points better scoring 
;i 166.35. 
Sophomore Kelly Strayer 
finished with the top Longwood 
all-around score 32.75.  Strayer 
led the lancers on the vault 
(8.65). the balance beam (8.15) 
and on floor (8.6). She placed 
second and third on the beam and 
floor respectively. 
Third year returnee and 
former All-American Dayna 
Hankinson finished just behind 
Strayer in an all-around, scoring 
a 32.35. Dayna placed fifth on 
floor   exerrisp   and    har«:    anH 
finished sixth on beam and vault. 
Her 7.85 on bars tied sophomore 
Lisa Zuraw for the top Lancer 
score in the event. Zuraw scored 
a 30.35 on all-around for 
Longwood. 
Longwood travels to William & 
Mary, the defending NAIA 
Champion, January 20. 
high-point-college among the 
seven schools competing. It was 
the first time in the college's 
history that its riding team had 
received top honors. 
Coach Mary Whitlock was 
thrilled with Longwood's 
performance. "We were all 
tickled to death afterwards," 
said Whitlock. "Everyone rode 
exceptionally well even though it 
was raining. We (Longwood) 
really had a great day!" 
Freshman Lisa Nelson 
received the individual high point 
honor. In addition she received 
two first place ribbons in the 
novice division. Also gaining 
firsts for longwood were Martha 
Chase and Lee Anne Lawson. 
Longwood received several 
ribbons in the intermediate 
division as well. Kristin Birath 
and Mary Brockwell each earned 
two ribbons, and Marty Wilson 
and Beth Wiley won a ribbon 
apiece in the intermediate 
division. Bryan Farrar added two 
third place ribbons in the open 
division. 
Not only did the lancers win 
both the individual and team high 
point awards, but Longwood 
captured a total of twelve 
ribbons, four of which were firsts. 
An afternoon which began as an 
ordinary cold and rainy day, 
ended in a successful-history 
making day; the day the 
I-ongwood riding team captured 
its first even high point college 
award. 
I Photo by Curric i 
FOOD. 
®3##tf 
(Zf DANCING AND 
^^ ENTERTAINMENT! 
MONDAY .... FOOTBALL ON BIG SCREEN T.V. 
TUESDAY LADIES NIGHT, CLAY THE D.J. 
PRI. 8. SAT LIVE MUSIC 9-1 
THIS WEEKEND ROCK MUSIC BY 
II RED BALL JETS 
HAPPY HOUR 8-9 EVERY NIGHT 
392-5865 
II 
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Lancer Sports 
Unbeaten Lady Lancers 
Host Appalachian Wed. 
Longwood's women's 
basketball team, off to its best 
start since 1976, plays at 
Hampton Institute Monday night 
and hosts Appalachian State 
Wednesday night to close out its 
pre-Christmas action. The 
contest with Appalachian tips off 
at 7:30. 
The 3-0 I^ady lancers notched 
two wins last week, beating 
Concord on the road Monday 
night 67-64 and holding off 
Virginia Commonwealth 74-72 
Wednesday behind some late 
game heroics from Karen Boska 
and Florence Holmes. The last 
time Longwood got off to a 3-0 
start was 1976 when the I^ady 
lancers won their first four 
games before losing. 
First year coach Shirley 
Duncan says she had no idea 
before the season started that her 
team would be where it is now. 
•"Being new on the job, I had no 
idea what to expect from our 
team or the competition,"said 
the coach. "We just try to take all 
the games one at a time." 
In the win over Concord 
freshman Caren Forbes scored 23 
points and fellow-guard Robin 
Powell scored 12. The Longwood 
guards, both of whom are 
shooting at a school record clip 
from the floor, combined for 34 
points against VCU, hitting 16 of 
32 shots. 
Freshman center Boska, 
averaging 11 points and 11 
rebounds, put I>ongwood ahead 
for good against VCU 73-72 with a 
bucket at the 59 second mark. 
Then Holmes, in her first action 
since recovering from an illness, 
came through with a key steal 
and free throw with five seconds 
left to sew up the win. 
Forward Valerie Turner pulled 
down a whopping 17 rebounds and 
scored nine of her 11 points in the 
second half to aid the win. While 
Forbes is averaging 18.3 points to 
lead Ix)ngwood, Turner is next 
with a 14 ppg mark and 14.7 rpg. 
Powell is scoring 13.7 ppg while 
hitting a phenomenal 57.6 of her 
shots. As a team, Ixmgwood is 
hitting 44.6 per cent of its shots. 
LOOSE INSIDE — Longwood's Valerie Turner (20) gets an easy 
bucket in win over VCU Wednesday. 
Hardear 
II FORGET YOUR 
STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD 
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A BIG BREAK FOR ALL 
NIGHT CRAMMERS AND 
MIDNIGHT RAMBLERS 
Whet her you're burning the midnight oil. or burning the candle at 
bothends. you'II always find a hot meal waiting tor you at I lardccV 
So the next time you're up with the owls, ramble over to 
Hardee's and bring along this MIDNIGHT SPECIAL! 
f "HOTTIM W~H7ESE SANDWICH" 
{        AND REGULAR FRIES, $1.49 
sJS^Wl'rUz       Please-present thiseouponhelore ordering. (Hie coupon 
per customer, per visit, pkase This oiler not good in com- 
bination with am other oilers Oiler good at partieipating 
I larclee s Restaurants 
gh March 
1984. 
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LONGWOOD LADY LANCER BASKETBALL STATISTICS 
Player                                  C        KG      I'd. FT PCT. REB AVC. F-D       A TO     PTS.     AVC. Player                                 C        PC PCT.        FT       PCT.     REB         AVC.     P-0       A       TO PTS. AVC. 
Caren Forbea                      3      26-46  .565 3-7 .429 7 2.3 10-0     16 10     55          18.3 Helanle  Lee I         4-11 .364     1-9        .111          7          2.3     10-1        1          0 9 3.0 
Valerie Turner                 3      19-43  .442 4-11 .364 44 14.7 14-2     10 12     42          14.0 Florence Uolaea 0-1 .000    1-2       .500        3         3.0      2-0      1         2 1 1.0 
Robin Powell                      3      19-35 .576 3-7 .429 11 3.7 8-0    17 16     41          13.7 Reeve  Spradlln 1        1-7 .143    0-0              5         1.7      0-0      4         4 2 .7 
Karen Boska                       3      11-25  .440 11-17 .647 34 11.3 12-1      4 20    33        11.0 Kellle  Jordan 1        0-2 .000    2-3       .667        4         1.3      3-0      0        4 2 .7 
Mariana  Johnaon               3      11-36 .306 7-10 .700 20 6.7 12-0    11 11     29          9.7 Bev  Powell                            J 0-1 .000    0-0              2         1.0      0-0      0         1 0 ~ 
Kl> Rhodea                          3        4-8    .500 4-8 .500 8 2.7 4-0      0 3    12          4.0 Aay Cook                                 1 0-0  0-0              0              0-0 - __. 
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Grapplers Face 
Lynchburg, VMI 
Longwood's wrestling team, 
with its ranks reduced by illness 
and injury, travels to Lynchburg 
for a dual match Wednesday 
night and to Virginia Military 
Institute Thursday night in action 
this week. 
Friday and Saturday Coach 
Steve Nelson's team competed in 
the Washington & Lee 
Invitational Tournament, but 
longwood was able to send just 
six healthy grapplers to compete. 
The top lancer wrestler was 
sophomore Tim Fitzgerald who 
won three out of four matches to 
finish third at 118 pounds. 
Fitzgerald lost his first match 10- 
9 and won the next three by 
scores of 6-5, 7-6 and 12-4. Among 
his victims was the 118 pounder 
from Division I VMI. 
"Tim did very well," said 
Coach Nelson. "He faced touch 
competition, but he met the 
challenge for the most part." 
Winning at least one match for 
Ix>ngwood were Mike Hackett at 
126 pounds, Scott Gregory at 177 
and Chris Douglas at 134. 
"We're having a tough time 
with our injury situation and the 
kids who have quit," said Nelson, 
"but we still have several good 
wrestlers and they are doing 
well." 
The Lancers may have to 
forfeit three of four weight 
classes in this week's matches 
against Lynchburg and VMI. 
Juniors Steve Albeck and 
Chuck Campbell have decided to 
leave the team. 
Case, Foster, Bubnis Named 
To All-Region Team 
Three members of I>ongwood's 
1983 soccer team, senior captain 
Bill Foster, junior Darryl Case 
and sophomore Dan Bubnis, have 
been named to the All-South 
Atlantic Region Division II 
Soccer team chosen by the 
National Soccer Coaches 
Association of America. 
Longwood and Mount St. 
Mary's had three players named 
to the team, Randolph-Macon two 
and Radford, Maryland 
Baltimore County and Davis & 
Elkins one each. 
1983 ALL-SOUTH 
ATLANTIC REGION 
DIV. II SOCCER TEAM 
Goalkeeper — Al Fernandez, 
Mount St. Mary's 
Backs — Darryl Case, 
Longwood; BillGerber, Radford; 
Dan Bubnis, Longwood; Bob 
Galizio, Mount St. Mary's 
Midfielders — Daris Quails, 
Maryland Baltimore County; Bill 
Foster, longwood; Jim Walkes, 
Davis & Elkins 
Forwards - Wijnand Jongen, 
Randolph-Macon; Rob Trafton, 
Randolph-Macon; So Song, Mt. 
St. Mary's 
TBecgles 
(   .RESTAURANT Jj 
COINIR OP IAST THIRD AND SOUTH STRUT 
IN THI rORMIR RAROAS IUILDINO 
FARMVILLE, VA. 
PLAYERS 
OF THE 
WEEK! 
-LONGWOOD COLLEGE- 
BASKETBALL BASKETBALL 
Jerome Kersey Coren Forbes 
PRESENT THIS COUPON AND RECEIVE... 
$1.50 OFF MEDIUM PIZZA OR $2.00 OFF LARGE PIZZA 
College Night Every Wed. - 25c Beverages 8:30 9:30PM 
Forbes Leads Victories; 
Named Player Of The Week 
Freshman guard Caren Forbes 
scored 23 and 18 points to help 
Longwood's women's basketball 
team notch two wins last week 
and for her performance, Forbes 
has been named Longwood 
College Player of the Week for 
the period November 25- 
December 2. Player of the Week 
is chosen by the Longwood Sports 
Information Office. 
Forbes has averaged 18.3 
points per game in Longwood's 
first three games while helping 
the Lady lancers get off to their 
best start since 1976. Teaming 
with senior captain Robin Powell, 
Forbes has given Longwood its 
most effective outside shooting in 
recent years. 
The 5-6 freshman is shooting 
56.5 per cent from the floor and 
has handed off 16 assists. 
A graduate of Middle Township 
High School in Rio Grande, N.J., 
Forbes was a prep standout in 
tennis, basketball and softball. 
The leading scorer in school 
history, she accumulated 1,460 
points in her career. She also 
earned All-State honors after 
averaging 19 points per game her 
senior season. 
QUOTE-OF-THE-WEEK 
Spanish lady comes to me . . . 
She lays on me this rose. 
If rainbow spirals round and round, 
it trembles and explodes. 
It left a smoking crater of my mind, 
I like to blown away, 
but the Heat came round and busted 
me for smilin' on a cloudy day. 
—Jerry Garcia 
Mute Students 
(Continued from page 2) 
acknowledges the events of what 
happened here." 
Faculty President Calkins 
attributes the change of heart "to 
the time that has passed, a new 
administration (Michael 
Schwartz succeeded Golding in 
1981), and new people on the 
board of trustees who don't feel 
as closely involved with those 
events." 
Lewis attributes it to the 
unveiling of the Vietnam War 
Memorial in Washington, D. C. 
last year. Once the nation has 
begun to put the war in 
perspective, the logic goes, it can 
put the domestic convulsions 
over it in perspective. 
The trustees' willingness to 
find an appropriate memorial 
isn't official yet. Last week's 
meeting technically was of a 
board committee, not the full 
board. The full board, however, is 
expected to approve the proposal 
to build an appropriate memorial 
at its next meeting in mid- 
December. 
LANCER BASKETBALL STATISTICS 
Player c FC PCT. FT PCT. REB AVG. F-D A TO PTS AVG. 
Jerome  Kersey 7 54-111 .486 30-52 .578 86 12.3 23-1 26 25 138 19.7 
Lonnle  Lewis 6 31-72 .431 15-20 .750 9 1.5 12-0 9 17 77 12.8 
David Scrothera 35-79 .443 4-8 .500 32 4.6 24-1 3 8 74 10.6 
Kevin  Ricks 12-29 .412 5-6 .833 24 3.4 18-0 11 29 29 4.1 
Frank  Tennyson 10-23 .435 6-12 .500 8 1.1 13-0 13 10 26 3.7 
Dave Edwarda 7-20 .350 7-9 .778 14 2.3 10-0 3 9 21 3.5 
Tin Wllaon 10-32 .313 0-3 .000 13 1.9 12-0 3 4 20 2.9 
Vance Harsh 6-20 .300 3-4 .750 5 .8 10-0 6 7 15 2.5 
Eric   Plttaan 4-11 .364 0-2 .000 3 .8 2-0 1 5 8 2.0 
Scan Hull 6 3-6 .500 2-2 1.000 1 .2 8-0 2 6 , 8 1.3 
John  Rusevlyan 1 0-0   0-0 0   0-0 0 1 0 — 
Outward Bound Is a shot of 
high adventure in the wilderness. 
And a lot more. 
Its a trip that'll show you what 
you're made of. 
You can discover you can do 
almost anythlngyou want—if you 
try. 
Our 3-week experience in self- 
confidence sure isn't easy. But It 
might Just last vou therestofvour 
Ife. 
Your first challenge: send for 
full Information. 
Name 
Street 
Stair Zip 
School 
Phone 
Check the courses lhat Interest you 
Desert expeditions  
Wilderness 
backpacking   
Mountaineering      
Canoeing      
White water 
railing _ 
Sailing   
Outward Bound, Baft CO. 
3MFWtd Point M 
O—notch. CT   06630 
phons) M ftaa (800) 243-6U0 
Vo experience necenary 
Outward Sound admits students of any 
sex. race color and national or ethnic 
origin   We ant a nonprofit organization. 
Scholarships available 
Outward Bound* 
The course that never ends 
